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Module 1: ordinarT differenfiar equations-I (0g hours)
Ordinary differential equations of first order (Linear and higher degree), Linear higher order
differential equations with constant coefficients, Homogeneous linear differential equations,' simultaneous d.ifferential equations, solving ODEs by Laptace Transform method.
Module 2: ordinary differentiar equations-ll (10 hours)
second'order ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients using one solutionknown, Removal of first derivative, Change of independent variable, MethJ";;;;;;ffi
factor' Method of variation of parameters, solution of second order ordinary differential
equations by series method; Legendre polynomials, Bessel functions of the first kind andtheir properties.

Ifiodule 3: parrial differential equations (0g hours)
Forn'rulation of partial differential equation, solution of first order linear partial differentialequations' first order non-linear partial differential equations, Homogeneous linear partiat4fferential equations with constaot coefficients rirc"*a and higher order, Method ofseparation of variables, applications of PDE in the solution of one dimensional Heat andwave equations.

l![odule 4: Futctions of Complex variable (0g hours)
Fwrctions of comprex variables: A44. functions, Harmonic conjugate, cauchy_Ri;Equations (without proof), Line integral,_ cuo.rry-co*rat theorem"titilout proog, cauchyintegral for,mula C*ttto,i prood 

$g.-1*.-e;*,E 
-pot., 

& Residues, Residue theorem,Application'of Residues theorem for Eviluatid, ;,;;ri inregrar. {unit circle)Module S: Vector Calculus (06 hoursf 
v^ rvq

Differentiation of vectors, scalar and vector point function Gradient Geometical meaning ofgqadient' Directional ntti'uti*, biuog"oce and curl, line integral s,rface integral andvolume integrar, Gauss Divergence, stokes and Green theorems.
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co 2' understand mathematical tools needed in eraiuatingpartial differential equation and their usage.(o3' Determine the differentiation and in&gration of funJtions of a complex variablco+' o':::"H41_thniq*rd"ali"s;ithffgineeringrrour{L. 
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